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Abstract
A recent suggestion that quantum gravity may become strong near the weak scale
has several testable consequences. In addition to probing for the new large (submil-
limeter) extra dimensions associated with these theories via gravitational experiments,
one could search for the Kaluza Klein towers of massive gravitons which are predicted
in these models and which can interact with the fields of the Standard Model. Here
we examine the indirect effects of these massive gravitons being exchanged in fermion
pair production in e+e− annihilation and Drell-Yan production at hadron colliders. In
the latter case, we examine a novel feature of this theory, which is the contribution of
gluon gluon initiated processes to lepton pair production. We find that these processes
provide strong bounds, up to several TeV, on the string scale which are essentially
independent of the number of extra dimensions. In addition, we analyze the angular
distributions for fermion pair production with spin-2 graviton exchanges and demon-
strate that they provide a smoking gun signal for low-scale quantum gravity which
cannot be mimicked by other new physics scenarios.
∗Work supported by the Department of Energy, Contract DE-AC03-76SF00515
It has recently been suggested[1] that the hierarchy problem, i.e., the smallness of
the ratio of the weak scale to the Planck scale (MP l), may be avoided by simply removing
the hierarchy. In this case, gravitational interactions become strong near the weak scale and
take place mainly in n new large spatial dimensions, known as the bulk. Due to experimental
constraints, e.g., the width of the Z-boson, Standard Model (SM) fields cannot propagate
into the bulk and are forced to lie on a wall, or 3-dimensional brane, in the higher-dimensional
space. Gravity thus only appears to be weak in ordinary 4-dimensional space-time as we only
observe its projection onto the wall. The relation between the scales where gravity becomes
strong in the 4 + n and 4-dimensional theories can be derived from Gauss’ Law and is given
by
M2P l ∼ rnM2+neff , (1)
where r is the size of the additional dimensions and Meff is the effective Planck scale in the
bulk. The hierarchy dilemma is thus resolved by taking Meff to be near a TeV, which yields
r ∼ 1030/n−19 meters. In this scenario, n = 1 theories are automatically excluded as r would
be too large, while the case of n = 2 with r at a sub-millimeter will be probed by future
gravitational experiments[2]. In addition, it has been recently shown[3] that this framework
can be embedded into string models, where the effective Planck scale can be identified with
the string scale Ms. While we concentrate on this particular scenario, we note that there
have been other interesting suggestions[4] for a low effective Planck, or string, scale and for
larger extra dimensions arising from string theory and Kaluza Klein models.
While this is a fascinating concept, what makes this theory really interesting is that
it has testable consequences. One manifestation of these theories is the existence of a Kaluza
Klein (KK) tower of massive gravitons which can interact with the SM fields on the wall.
Here we examine the indirect effects of these massive gravitons being exchanged in fermion
pair production in e+e− annihilation and Drell-Yan production at hadron colliders. As we
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will see below, these processes provide strong bounds on the effective Planck scale which
are essentially independent of the number of extra dimensions. In addition, we quantify the
extent to which the spin-2 nature of the graviton exchange is distinguishable from other
potential new physics contributions to e+e− → f f¯ . In the case of Drell-Yan production,
we examine a novel feature of this theory, which is the contribution of gluon-gluon initiated
processes to lepton pair production. The direct production of KK excitations of the gauge
bosons and Higgs fields at colliders has been studied in [5].
The effective theory below Meff consists of the SM fields and y-states[1] on the wall
(the y-states are infinitely massive if the wall is rigid, or they can be Nambu-Goldstone bosons
if the translational invariance of the wall in the extra dimensions is broken spontaneously),
and gravity which propagates in the full 4 + n bulk. The interactions of the y-modes are
dependent on the specific dynamics of the brane[6] and we will not consider them here. The
bulk metric can be written as
Gµˆνˆ = ηµˆνˆ +
hµˆνˆ(x
µ, xa)
M
n/2+1
eff
, (2)
where the indices µˆ extend over the full 4 + n dimensions, µ over the 3 + 1 dimensions on
the wall, and a over the n bulk dimensions. The graviton field-strength tensor, hµˆνˆ , can be
decomposed into spin-2, 1, and 0 fields. The interactions of these fields are given by
∫
d4+nxT µˆνˆ
hµˆνˆ(x
µ, xa)
M
n/2+1
eff
, (3)
where T µˆνˆ is the symmetric, conserved stress-energy tensor in the bulk. The induced metric
on the wall is given by Gµν(x
µ, xa = 0) and the interactions with the SM matter fields
are obtained by decomposing (3) into the 4-dimensional states. The bulk fields hµˆνˆ appear
as Kaluza-Klein towers in the 4-dimensional space arising from a Fourier analysis over the
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cyclic boundary conditions of the compactified dimensions. Performing this decomposition,
we immediately see that Tµa = 0 and hence the spin-1 KK states don’t interact with the wall
fields. The scalar, or dilaton, states couple proportionally to the trace of the stress-energy
tensor. For interactions with fermions, this trace is linear in the fermion mass, while for
gauge bosons it is quadratic in the boson mass. Hence, the dilaton does not contribute to
the processes under consideration here.
We thus only have to consider the interactions of the KK spin-2 gravitons with the
SM fields. All the gravitons in the KK tower, including the massless state, couple in an
identical manner. Hence we may use the couplings to matter as obtained in the case of
linearized general relativity[7]. In this linearized theory, the matrix element for e+e− → f f¯
generalized for the case of n massive graviton exchanges can be written as
M = 1
M2P l
∑
n
T eµνP
µνλσT fλσ
s−m2gr[n]
, (4)
where the sum extends over the KK modes. Pµνλσ represents the polarization sum of the
product of two graviton fields and is given in [7]. The terms in the polarization sum that
are quadratic and quartic in the transferred momentum do not contribute to the above
matrix element since Tµν is conserved. Likewise, the terms which go as ηµνηλσ lead to terms
proportional to T eµµ T
fλ
λ which vanish in the limit of zero electron mass. The remaining terms
are Pµνλσ =
1
2
[ηµληνσ+ηµσηνλ−ηµνηλσ] and are exactly those present in the massless graviton
case; they are thus universally applicable to all of the states in the KK tower. Since the
spacing of the KK states is given by ∼ 1/r, the sum over the states in (4) above can be
approximated by an integral which is log divergent for n = 2 and power divergent for n > 2.
A cut-off must then be applied to regulate these ultraviolet divergences, and is generally
taken to be the scale of the new physics. For n > 2 it can be shown[1, 8] that the dominant
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contribution to this integral is of order ∼ M2P l/M4s , where we have taken the cut-off to be the
string scale, while for n = 2 this result is multiplied by a factor of order log(M2s /E
2), where
E is the center-of-mass energy of the process under consideration. The exact computation
of this integral can only be performed with some knowledge of the full underlying theory.
Combining these results yields the matrix element
M = λ
M4s
{
e¯(p1)γµe(p2)f¯(p3)γ
µf(p4)(p2 − p1) · (p4 − p3) (5)
e¯(p1)γµe(p2)f¯(p3)γνf(p4)(p2 − p1)ν(p4 − p3)µ
}
.
Here, the momentum flow is defined with p1,2 into the vertex and p3,4 outgoing. Note that
graviton exchange is C and P conserving, and is independent of the flavor of the final state.
The coefficient λ is of O(1) and cannot be explicitly calculated without knowledge of the full
quantum gravity theory. It is dependent on the number of extra dimensions, how they are
compactified, and is in principle a power series in s/M2s . However, we neglect this possible
energy dependence in λ and note that the limits obtained here, which go as |λ|1/4, are only
very weakly dependent on its precise value and hence on the specific model realization. In
principle the sign of λ is undetermined and we examine the constraints that can be placed
on Ms with either choice of signs.
The angular distribution for e+e− → f f¯ with massive fermions is then calculated to
be
dσ
dz
= Nc
πα2
2s
β
{
Pij
[
AeijA
f
ij(1 + β
2z2) + 2βBeijB
f
ijz + A
e
ijC
f
ij(1− β2)
]
− λs
2
2παM4s
Pi
[
2β3z3vei v
f
i − β2(1− 3z2)aeiafi
]
(6)
+
λ2s4
16π2α2M8s
[
1− 3β2z2 + 4β4z4 − (1− β2)(1− 4β2z2)
]}
,
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where the indices i, j are summed over γ and Z exchange, z = cos θ, Pij and Pi are the usual
propagator factors (defined in e.g., [9]), β = (1 − 4m2f/s)1/2, Afij = (vfi vfj + afi afj ) , Bfij =
(vfi a
f
j +v
f
j a
f
i ) , C
f
ij = (v
f
i v
f
j −afi afj ), and Nc represents the number of colors of the final state.
In the case of Bhabha scattering, t- and u-channel graviton exchanges will also be present.
If polarized beams are available a z-dependent Left-Right asymmetry can also be formed:
ALR(z) = Pij
[
BeijA
f
ij(1 + β
2z2) + 2βAeijB
f
ijz +B
e
ijC
f
ij(1− β2)
]
/D (7)
− λs
2
2παM4s
Pi
[
2β3z2aeiv
f
i − β2(1− 3z2)vei afi
]
/D ,
where D is given by the curly bracket in (6) above. Note that the total cross section
and integrated left-right asymmetry are unaltered by graviton exchanges, independently of
fermion flavor up to terms of order s4/M8s , and hence only the angular distributions for
these quantities will be sensitive to these new exchanges. This is not the case for other new
physics scenarios[10] which also have indirect contributions to e+e− → f f¯ via new particle
exchange, such as those with additional neutral gauge bosons or with scalar exchange in
the s/t-channels as in e.g., supersymmetry with R-parity violation. In general, these other
scenarios affect the total integrated quantities as well as the angular distributions in a flavor
dependent manner. In addition, the shape of the angular distributions for spin-2 exchange
is unique and provides a smoking gun signature for graviton exchange.
The bin integrated angular distributions are displayed in Fig. 1 for µ+µ− , bb¯, and cc¯
final states with
√
s = 500 GeV. Here the solid histogram corresponds to the SM expectations
and the ‘data’ points represent the case with graviton exchanges withMs = 1.5 TeV. The two
sets of data points (squares and x’s) correspond to the two choices of sign for λ. The errors
on the data points represent the statistics in each bin for an integrated luminosity of 75fb−1.
Here, we have assumed a 60% heavy quark tagging efficiency for b and c corresponding to
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what is expected[11] to be achieved at high energy linear colliders, we have taken the electron
beam polarization to be 90%, employed a 10◦ angular cut around the beam pipe (to remove
backgrounds from the interaction region), and included the effects of initial state radiation.
We see that each of these distributions, with the exception of ALR(z) for µ’s, provides a
statistically significant signal for the graviton exchanges. Note that the deviations from
the SM for the b-quark final state are particularly outstanding. From (6) we see that the
expected shape of the angular distribution for the SM, (or for any spin-1 exchange) goes as
∼ (1 + z2) and it is clear by eye that the spectrum with the graviton exchanges do not have
this parabolic shape. Unfortunately ALR(z) for leptonic final states is numerically small and
hence relatively poorly determined and will carry little statistical weight in our analysis.
Summing over e , µ , τ , b , c and t final states (employing a 60% reconstruction efficiency for
the case of top-quarks), including the τ polarization asymmetry, and performing the usual χ2
analysis[12] results in the 95% C.L. search reach shown in Fig. 2(a) as a function of luminosity
with center-of-mass energies as indicated. Note that the effects of string scales up to 6
√
s
(for canonical luminosity values at linear colliders) are discernable. Performing this same
procedure for LEP II, but excluding the ALR(z) observable since polarized beams are not
available, excluding top final states, and using heavy quark tagging efficiencies applicable
for the LEP II detectors, we find that string scales up to Ms = 985 GeV are excluded from
present data (taken to be 200pb−1 per detector at
√
s = 189 GeV), and that this reach may
be extended to Ms = 1.14 TeV with 2.5fb
−1 summed over all 4 detectors with
√
s = 195
GeV. The 95% C.L. search reaches for design luminosity at these machines are constrasted
in Table 1. Note that these constraints are actually placed on the quantity |λ|−1/4Ms. We
find that the difference in the search reach due to the sign ambiguity in λ is only a few GeV.
We note that the reaction e+e− → gg can also be mediated by graviton exchanges
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and will affect 2-jet production in e+e− annihilation. However, since this reaction does not
interfere with the four-fermion matrix element, it is suppressed by 1/M8s and hence will have
little effect on the overall search reach in e+e− collisions.
Next, we quantify the extent to which these spin-2 exchanges are distinguishable
from other new physics sources. As an example, we perform a fit to the ‘data’ shown in
Fig. 1 assuming that the unpolarized and polarized angular distributions take the forms
A(1 + z2) +Bz and [C(1 + z2) +Dz]/[A(1 + z2) +Bz], respectively, where A ,B ,C, and D
represent arbitrary constants to be determined from the fit. These forms are what would be
expected in the case of new vector boson exchange. For the angular distribution, we include
e , µ , τ , b and c final states (the top-quark is excluded as its mass effects would alter the
constants A and B), while for ALR(z) we only include bb¯ and cc¯ production as the leptonic
final states carry no statistical weight for this observable. This corresponds to 88 degrees of
freedom in the fit. The value of χ2 per degree of freedom is computed and the confidence
level of the fit is presented in Fig. 2(b) as a function of the string scale. We see that the
quality of the fit is quite poor for string scales up to ∼ 5√s, which is almost up to the
discovery limit. This demonstrates that spin-2 graviton exchanges are easily separated from
that of new vector bosons. Similar studies can also be performed for comparison with new
scalar exchange[10].
We now examine the case of lepton pair production in hadronic collisions. The sub-
process contribution of the graviton exchanges to ordinary Drell-Yan production is essentially
given by Eq. (6) in the massless limit. However, as noted above, gravitons can also mediate
gluon-gluon contributions to lepton pair production via s-channel exchange. Such gluon
initiated processes are a remarkable consequence of this theory and have the potential to
modify the Drell-Yan spectrum in a unique manner. Following an analogous procedure as
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Figure 1: Bin integrated angular distribution and z-dependent Left-Right asymmetry for
e+e− → µ+µ− , bb¯ , cc¯. In each case, the solid histogram represents the SM, while the ‘data’
points are for Ms = 1.5 TeV with λ = ±1. The error bars correspond to the statistics in
each bin.
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Figure 2: Left: 95% C.L. search reach for the string scale as a function of integrated lu-
minosity at e+e− colliders with center-of-mass energy as labeled. Right: The percentage
confidence level as a function of the string scale for a fit to the ‘data’ of Fig. 1 assuming
the angular distributions take the form expected in the case of new gauge boson exchange.
The assumed center-of-mass energy and luminosity is as labeled, and the dashed and solid
curves in each case correspond to the choice ±λ.
outlined above for the four-fermion case, the matrix element for gg → ℓ+ℓ− via graviton
exchanges is found to be
M = −4λ
M4s
f¯(p′)[(p′ − p)µγν + (p′ − p)νγµ]f(p)
{
k′α(kµηβν + kνηβµ) + kβ(k
′
µηαν + k
′
νηαµ)
−ηαβ(k′µkν + kµk′ν) + ηµν(k′ · kηαβ − kβk′α)− k · k′(ηµαηνβ + ηµβηνα
}
ǫβg (k
′)ǫαg (k) ,
(8)
where the momentum flow is defined with both k , k′ flowing into the vertex and p , p′ being
outgoing and ǫ represents the gluon polarization vector. Because the graviton couplings and
the summation over the KK tower of states for 2→ 2 processes are universal, λ is the same
O(1) coefficient as in Eq. (5). This matrix element yields the gg → ℓ+ℓ− differential cross
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√
s (TeV) L (fb−1) λ = ±1
LEP II 0.189 0.8 0.98
0.195 2.5 1.1
Linear Collider 0.5 75 3.4
0.5 500 4.1
1.0 200 6.6
Tevatron 1.8 0.11 0.99
2.0 2 1.3
2.0 30 1.7
LHC 14 10 5.2
14 100 6.0
Table 1: 95% C.L. search reach for the string scale in TeV for various colliders with center-
of-mass energies and integrated luminosities as indicated.
section for massless leptons
dσ
dz
=
λ2sˆ3
64πM8s
(1− z2)(1 + z2) , (9)
which has a remarkably simple form. The large parton luminosity for gluons at higher energy
colliders may also compensate for the M−8s dependence. Since this cross section is also even
in cos θ, the gluon-gluon contributions will only affect the total cross section and not the
forward-backward asymmetry. Also note that the ambiguity in the sign of λ does not affect
the gluon-gluon contributions as they do not interfere with the qq¯ initiated process.
The bin integrated lepton pair invariant mass distribution and forward-backward
asymmetry AFB is presented in Fig. 3 for the Tevatron Main Injector and the LHC. In each
case the solid histogram represents the SM expectations, and the ‘data’ points include the
graviton exchanges with the error bars representing the statistics in each bin. The rapidity
cuts, parton density parameterizations, and assumed integrated luminosity are as labeled,
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and we have summed over electron and muon final states. For the Tevatron we show the
sample case of Ms = 800 GeV and the sign ambiguity in λ is visible in the forward-backward
asymmetry. For the LHC we display the effects of a Ms = 2.5 and 4 TeV string scale on the
lepton pair invariant mass spectrum (with the smaller string scale having the larger effect),
and again show AFB for both signs of the coefficient takingMs = 2.5 TeV. Since the graviton
exchanges only affect the invariant mass distribution at order λ2/M8s , we would expect only
minor modifications to this spectrum. We see that this holds true for the Tevatron, however,
large string scales do have a sizable effect on the Mℓℓ spectrum at the LHC; this is due to the
large gluon luminosity at these center-of-mass energies. The deviations in AFB, however,
are not as pronounced at the LHC, whereas even the two cases λ = ±1 are statistically
distinguishable from each other at the Tevatron for this sample case. The resulting 95%
C.L. search reaches are given in Fig. 4 and and Table 1 for both machines. Here we see the
effect of the sign difference in the forward-backward asymmetry at the Tevatron, while the
LHC limits, which arise mainly from the Mℓℓ spectrum, are independent of the sign. We also
find that present Tevatron data from Run I with 110pb−1 of integrated luminosity excludes
a string scale up to 990 (930) GeV at 95% C.L. for λ = −1(+1).
In conclusion, we have studied the indirect effects at high energy colliders of a TeV
string scale resulting from new large extra dimensions. One prediction of these theories is the
existence of a Kaluza Klein tower of massive gravitons, which can interact with the SM fields.
We derived the form of these interactions and examined their effect in the 2 → 2 processes
e+e− → f f¯ , qq¯ → ℓ+ℓ−, and gg → ℓ+ℓ− and found that present colliders can exclude a
string scale up to ∼ 1 TeV and that future colliders can extend this reach up to several TeV.
In addition, these constraints are essentially independent of the number of extra dimensions
as well as the details of the full underlying theory. Furthermore, we demonstrated that the
angular distributions in e+e− collisions uniquely reveal the spin-2 nature of the graviton
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exchanges and can be distinguished from other sources of new physics for string scales close
to the discovery limit and at a high confidence level.
These recent theories of low-scale quantum gravity are exciting, precisely because
they have numerous experimentally testable consequences. The phenomenology of these
models is just beginning to be explored and we look forward to the continued theoretical,
phenomenological, and experimental investigations of these theories.
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Figure 3: Bin integrated lepton pair invariant mass distribution and forward-backward asym-
metry for Drell-Yan production at the Main Injector and the LHC. The SM is represented
by the solid histogram. The data points represent graviton exchanges with (a) Ms = 800
GeV and λ = +1 or −1, (b) Ms = 800 GeV and λ = +1 and −1, (c) Ms = 2.5 and 4.0 TeV
and λ = +1 or −1, (d) Ms = 2.5 TeV and λ = +1 and −1.
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Figure 4: 95% C.L. search reach for the string scale as a function of integrated luminosity
at the (a) Tevatron with the sign of λ as labeled and (b) LHC for either sign.
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